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Someone in Your Contact List:
Cued Recall-Based Textual Passwords
Noura Alomar, Mansour Alsaleh, Abdulrahman Alarifi

Abstract—Textual passwords remain the most commonly employed user authentication mechanism, and potentially will
continue to be so for years to come. Despite the well-known
security and usability issues concerning textual passwords, none
of the numerous proposed authentication alternatives appear to
have achieved a sufficient level of adoption to dominate in the
foreseeable future. Password hints, consisting of a user generated
text saved at the account setup stage, are employed in several
authentication systems to help users to recall forgotten passwords.
However, users are often unable to create hints that jog the
memory without revealing too much information regarding the
passwords themselves. We propose a rethink of password hints
by introducing SỲNTHIMA, a novel cued recall-based textual
password method that reveals no information regarding the
password, requires no modifications to authentication servers,
and requires no additional setup or registration steps. SỲNTHIMA
makes use of users’ contact lists, so that mapped password hints
extracted from a user’s contacts are automatically generated
while the user is typing the password. We create formal models
for relevant aspects of the password hint mechanism, define
its threat model, and analyze the security and usability of
SỲNTHIMA. We also present the results of an in-lab user study
of SỲNTHIMA on 30 participants to evaluate its effectiveness
and usability. The results demonstrate that SỲNTHIMA minimizes
the number of incorrect login attempts and improves long-term
password recall, with acceptable login times and positive user
feedback. We summarize the lessons learned from the user study,
with the hope of provoking further insights regarding the design
of effective cued recall-based textual password schemes.
Index Terms—Authentication, Passwords, Password Hint, Password Recall, Cued Recall-Based Textual Passwords.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N the vast majority of authentication systems, textual password schemes are the dominant choice for authenticating
end users, despite the well-known security issues concerning
passwords, and the inconvenience incurred by end users in
remembering multiple passwords for different accounts [1],
[2], [3]. Typically, users tend to choose easy-to-remember
passwords that are also easy for adversaries to guess [4], [5],
[6]. In addition, security vulnerabilities, phishing of credentials, and poor security practices in storing password-related
files have led to large-scale security breaches and an ongoing
online trade of hundreds of millions of stolen usernames and
passwords belonging to various accounts [7], [8], [9], [10].
For example, a massive 272.3 million stolen user names and
passwords were recently traded on the internet, including some
from the biggest email providers (e.g., Google, Yahoo, and
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Microsoft) [11]. In fact, passwords are to blame for many
recent data breaches. A recent report considered the ineffective
use of passwords as a major factor that enabled top IT security
attacks in 2016 [12].
End users are often compelled to choose “strong” passwords (e.g., through password meters [13]). However, security
and usability trade-offs (e.g., password strength vs. memorability and password strength vs. reuse) limit not only the
ability of users to create unique and strong passwords for
their accounts [14], but also increase the likelihood that users
find such processes burdensome and irritating [15], [16], [17].
Furthermore, existing password schemes lack mechanisms
providing users with means to narrow down the range of
candidate passwords as users are only provided with “all-ornothing” feedback upon submitting login credentials [18]. This
in turn can leave legitimate users with no option but to guess
their passwords through a “trial-and-error” process, submit
password recovery requests, or resort to other verification
methods to regain access to their accounts. This eventually
increases the amounts of cognitive effort, time, and resources
required to memorize new passwords, or to contact system
administrators and request their help in resetting passwords.
An extensive body of literature exists regarding alternative
to passwords (e.g., [19], [20] and [21]), although very few
alternatives have been adopted for commercial use, and none
have become more popular than textual passwords. In part,
this is due to deployability and usability issues concerning
such alternatives, and a lack of knowledge regarding the
direct financial and data losses resulting from passwordrelated security issues [1], [22]. Furthermore, the majority of
authentication systems (e.g., online services) may face greater
challenges in adopting new authentication solutions that are
less likely to achieve widespread adoption, as these would be
unfamiliar to most users.
Given the persistence of passwords, at least in the near
future, it seems prudent to invest considerably greater research
effort in minimizing security and usability issues regarding
textual passwords [3], [23]. Using password hints to help
users recall passwords is a widely adopted technique in
many authentication systems (e.g., Windows and iOS user
authentication). In most hint schemes, the user is required to
submit some text (either a word or a sentence) when setting up
the account, which can then be used to jog the user’s memory
at the login stage if the password is subsequently forgotten.
The positive impact of employing personalized and self-chosen
cues for jogging users’ memories has also been demonstrated
by Smith et al. [24].
The main dilemma concerning such password hints is that
the more information a user’s chosen hint provides regarding
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the password, the more likely it is that an attacker can guess
the password by reading the password hint. While some usergenerated hints may be very helpful in assisting the users in
remembering their passwords, we argue that a good password
hint not only assists with recalling a password, but also reveals
little or preferably no information regarding the password.
Motivated by the expected persistence of textual passwords,
as well as the importance of mitigating security and usability
issues relating to them, this paper proposes a novel password
hint scheme called SỲNTHIMA1 , which makes use of a user’s
contacts list, which constitutes an available and familiar information source to the user, to automatically generate an onthe-fly, easy-to-remember password hint that is learned upon
the first login. To use SỲNTHIMA, a user must only mentally
associate contact names from her contact list with the correct
passwords. Other than setting up the SỲNTHIMA application
at the installation stage, no additional setup or registration
steps are required for a new user account. Contrary to classic
password hint schemes, SỲNTHIMA reveals no information
regarding the password in question, and requires no modifications to authentication servers. Moreover, SỲNTHIMA stores
no information regarding user passwords or account details,
and maintains no look-up tables or any mapping data between
passwords and corresponding hints. Rather than creating a hint
that somehow relates to the chosen password, and thus might
provide clues for guessing the password, SỲNTHIMA helps the
user to minimize the number of incorrect login attempts while
improving long-term password recall.
By associating passwords with names of people from users’
contact lists, we propose the first mechanism that aids the
retrieval of textual passwords from human memory by presenting unique hints while users are typing their passwords. Based
on the associative-strength theory [25], and because users of
SỲNTHIMA would be able to associate their passwords with
hints each time they successfully log into a given system, we
propose that stronger ties between passwords and cues can be
developed in users’ memories as the frequency of successful
logins increases. We also examine the impact of presenting
hints when recalling textual passwords, which is assumed to
be effective according to the encoding specificity theory [26],
[27].
Contributions. Our main contributions are as follows:
1) We formulate the notion of a password hint, and discuss
the optimal features of an effective password hint system
under various conflicting constraints.
2) We propose SỲNTHIMA, a novel and sound cued recallbased textual password method that reveals no information regarding the password, requires no modifications to
authentication servers, and requires no additional setup or
registration steps.
3) We develop an implementation of SỲNTHIMA, perform
an in-depth security analysis of the system, and conduct
an in-lab user study with 30 participants and a total of
120 login trials to evaluate the system’s effectiveness and
usability, whilst simultaneously providing insights into user
1 SỲNTHIMA

is a Greek word (σύνθημα) meaning ‘cue’.
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behavior, perception, and eagerness regarding our system
and password hint systems in general.
Our in-lab user study demonstrated that there was a 30%
decrease in the number of failed login trials when contact
names were used as password hints. The results also suggest
that there was a decrease of at least 27% in the number of
incorrect login attempts when the password hints mechanism
was utilized. Given that the conducted statistical tests did not
signal significant differences in the time required to log in with
and without using password hints, and that our participants’
overall subjective evaluation was positive, we do not expect
the application of cued-recall in textual passwords to have any
negative implications on usability.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Prior work has focused on addressing the limitations of
textual passwords, including memory load issues relating to
the management of many passwords for different user accounts [2], [28], [7]. Some researchers have measured the
recall rates of authentication secrets for a number of user
authentication methods and studied the relationship between
password strength and password recall errors [29], [2], [30].
For example, Mazurek et al. discovered that there is a positive
correlation between the number of recall errors and password
strength [2].
Given the cognitive overload that results from the number of
unique passwords that a user must remember, variations in the
frequency of use of each one, and the possibility of confusing
different passwords with each other, it has been suggested that
the password overload problem be examined by studying the
nature of human memory [31], [32]. Based on the types of
memory retrieval utilized in knowledge-based user authentication techniques, prior work has classified these techniques into
recognition, recall, and cued recall-based passwords [27]. For
graphical passwords, in terms of designing recognition-based
authentication schemes, researchers have taken advantage of
the fact that human memory more effectively retrieves images
than textual descriptions [33], [20], [34].
Cued recall-based graphical passwords have also received
considerable attention in the authentication literature (e.g.,
[35], [20]). However, few research studies have leveraged
recognition and cued recall in textual password schemes,
despite their advantages in terms of reducing login times and
aiding the password retrieval process [36], [37]. For instance,
Lu et al. proposed a scheme that presents some characters of
a user’s password as a cue to aid password recall [18], [38].
However, the question of how to choose effective password
cues that maximize users’ abilities to recall their passwords
and do not increase the vulnerability of passwords against
guessing remains open. In contrast to SỲNTHIMA, most existing password hint methods either ask users to formulate
their hints or store them for later retrieval [39], [40], [41].
The security implications of these design considerations obviously include increasing the vulnerability of the corresponding
methods to human errors, social engineering attacks, and
compromised password hint files or databases.
Given human memory limitations and the fact that there is
a general lack of techniques for helping users to circumvent
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some incorrect password guesses before submitting login
credentials [18], we propose a mechanism for aiding users in
recalling textual passwords without requiring them to change
their behavior or use the maximum number of allowed login
attempts. Our proposal exploits the fact that people are better
at remembering things that they are familiar with [29], by
employing password hints that associate users’ passwords with
names of people that they know.

Fig. 1: A password hint (Steve Jobs in this example) generated by
SỲNTHIMA.

III. S ỲNTHIMA OVERVIEW
For the purpose of this study, an Android application was
developed with the password hint mechanism implemented
as a plug-in to an open source web browser. As shown in
Fig. 1, the underlying mechanism functions by mapping each
entered password to a name of a person that already exists
in the user’s contact list. Although this implementation of
SỲNTHIMA utilizes contact names as password hints, we note
that the mechanism employed by SỲNTHIMA can also be
adjusted to allow the user to choose other items of contactrelated information as password hints (e.g., email addresses,
images, or phone numbers). At the time of installation, the
mobile application requests the user’s permission to read
her contact list. As prior research has determined that most
passwords are at least six characters long [6], we designed
SỲNTHIMA such that it presents a contact name as a hint
while typing every character after the fifth character. Starting
from the sixth character of the typed password, different hints
are automatically generated each time the user adds or deletes
a character. It is also worth noting that SỲNTHIMA can be
adjusted by users to allow them to specify the minimum length
required for triggering password hints. However, we believe
that displaying hints starting from the sixth character helps in
achieving a good balance between the usability and security
of textual passwords, as presenting hints while typing each
character is expected to overload users’ memories with many
hints that could be unnecessary for a successful password
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recall. From a security perspective, a better security level
is achieved as the number of hints displayed per password
decreases, as each displayed hint might contribute to reducing
the size of the corresponding password space in the case of
shoulder surfing attack (see Section IV). With the growing
number of accounts that users create (i.e., 25 accounts for
the average user [4]) and the fact that most users often
resort to choosing a password from a collection of maintained
passwords (i.e., 6.5 passwords for the average user [4]) rather
than creating a new one, we expect displaying a hint starting
from the sixth character to achieve the intended goals of
SỲNTHIMA as users would mostly rely on the last couple of
presented hints to jog their memories.
To further illustrate how SỲNTHIMA facilitates password
recall, let us assume that a user is typing a password that is
eight characters long. Once the user enters the sixth character
of the password, SỲNTHIMA will display one of the contact
names stored in the user’s contact list as a password hint
(e.g., Bill Gates). As the user types in the seventh and eighth
characters, SỲNTHIMA will display other contact names as
password cues. Note that if the user is presented with a contact
name that she is not used to seeing when correctly logging
into her account, this provides an indication that there is
a mistake in the entered password, and allows the user to
correct this mistake before submitting the login credentials.
One possible correction scenario is that the user will press
the backspace button and correct the mistake by typing in
a different character. Therefore, if SỲNTHIMA displays the
same contact name that the user is used to seeing during
previous successful login attempts, the user can confirm that
the entered password is correct, and submit the login form
without having to use any of the failed login attempts allowed
by the corresponding login system.
It is also worth noting that the underlying mapping function
does not store any password-contact name associations (e.g.,
in a file or a database) for further processing. Instead, realtime mapping is performed each time a user types a password
into any login form. This approach was specifically chosen to
achieve greater levels of security against attackers who could
gain access to a user’s computer or smartphone. Therefore,
the objectives of SỲNTHIMA are (1) to aid the password
retrieval process without introducing security vulnerabilities
that could be exploited by adversaries (i.e., hints generated
by SỲNTHIMA provide no clues that could help adversaries
to infer or predict correct passwords); (2) to facilitate easier
password recall and memorization by creating mental associations that help to trigger passwords in users’ memories as a
result of repeatedly linking passwords with hints in previous
successful logins based on the assumption that stronger mental
associative ties will be developed over time as the number
of times passwords are encountered with corresponding hints
increases, which is supported by the associative strength theory [25]; and (3) to provide users with a mechanism allowing
them to confirm the correctness of a typed password before
submitting a login form [42]. We also expect the application of
SỲNTHIMA to facilitate the implementation of more restrictive
limiting of login rates, which would make it difficult for
automated bots to access user accounts through brute-force,
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while at same time providing legitimate users with hints to
help them remember their passwords without using all of the
allowed login attempts.
A. Scheme Description
In this section, we begin by formally defining the password
hint problem, as follows.
Definition 1. A password hint scheme = : P → H is
a one-way function, where P and H represent the sets of
possible passwords and hints, respectively, and there is quite
small likelihood of accidental collisions resulting from finding
p1 , p2 ∈ P with p1 6= p2 such that =(p1 ) = =(p2 ).
The proposed password hint scheme consists of the following components.
• List of contacts. A contact list is a collection of contact
information relating to individuals whom a user initiates
communication with. SỲNTHIMA maintains a copy of a
user’s contact list and the content of the list is used to
automatically generate password hints. In particular, a full
name from the contact list is displayed as a hint, so that over
time a mental association between the password and the
contact name is retained in the user’s memory. In this study,
we utilized contact lists stored in Android smartphones
to test the effectiveness of SỲNTHIMA (see Sections V
and VI). However, it should be noted that SỲNTHIMA
can be applied to any mobile or desktop application that
maintains contact lists (e.g., email address books). Contact
lists that are automatically synchronized across various
devices for a given user can also be utilized by SỲNTHIMA,
allowing the same hint for a given password to appear to
the user on multiple devices (see Section III-B1).
• Password salting function. The salting function (i.e.,
SaltedP ass in Algorithm 1) generates a salt value and
appends it to the password in question. Concatenating a
password with a salt value increases the length of the
password and thus increases the difficulty of conducting
successful dictionary attacks without affecting the convenience of the users [43]. For example, when salting a
password (e.g., P assword1) using SaltedP ass function,
the function would return the result of concatenating the
password with a salt value (i.e., P assword1.Salt). If the
user successfully logs into her account for the first time
using SỲNTHIMA, the salt would randomly be generated
for the entered password and stored on the user’s device. In
subsequent logins, SỲNTHIMA would retrieve the salt value
from the record previously created for the password in the
first successful login and attach it to the entered password.
A better security level is achieved as the length of the salt
value increases.
• Cryptographic one-way hash function. The hash function
is used to convert salted passwords from plain text to numerical values (i.e., hash values), which can be manipulated
or encoded later to generate corresponding hints. The hash
function should be a one-way, cryptographically secure
function (e.g., SHA-3), so that it is impossible to invert
or generate the salted passwords from the hash values. For
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better security guarantees, the hash of the salted password
could be iterated multiple times [44]. The exact number
of hash iterations should be chosen so that no delays are
introduced while displaying password hints.
Modulo operation. This operation is required to convert the
resulting hash values to smaller values that fit the contact
list size. The modulo operation also helps in masking the
generated hash values, so that reversing mechanisms of
cryptographic hash functions (e.g., through precomputed
tables) will not be possible (see Section IV for more
details).

Algorithm 1 PasswordHint
Require: Contacts-list {Contacts list}
Require: pwd {Typed password}
Require: H {Cryptographic one-way hash function (e.g.,
SHA2 or SHA3)}
Require: SaltedP ass {A function that generates a salt value,
appends it to the typed password and then stores it in the
tuple created for the password (see Algorithm 2)}
Ensure: Show the hint for the currently typed password so
that every typed character after the 5th one will trigger
this algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

d ← H(SaltedP ass(pwd)) {Digest which is a hexadecimal string}
n ← Size(Contacts-list) {Determine the divisor}
i ← M od(d, n) {Modulo operation}
hint ← Contacts-list(i)
Display hint

A simple form of our proposed password hint scheme is
presented in Algorithm 1. First, the salted password is hashed.
Then, the hash_value M OD number_of _entries in the
contact list is used as an index pointing to an entry in the
list, which will be displayed as the hint.
B. Maintaining Contacts
Given the dynamic nature of contact lists, an update to
the list (i.e., insertions, deletions, or edits of contact entries)
might result in a different hint being displayed for the same
password for some accounts. However, for such a hint scheme
to be useful, a consistent output (i.e., continuing to show
the same hint as previously to the user) should be expected,
regardless of whether the Contacts-list has been altered.
Because displaying a deleted contact entry as a password hint
would not be preferred by most users, it should also be noted
that the deletion of a contact entry used as a hint for a password
would result in linking the password with a different contact
entry. Therefore, the algorithm must take into consideration
all of the various scenarios in which the contact list can be
updated.
1) Insertion of New Contact Entries: In order to deal with
the insertion of a new entry into the contact list, we can
consider two possible solutions. First, we could simply fix
the value of n after the password hint application is installed,
so that the value of n will not be affected by the insertion
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of new entries into the contact-list. That is, new contact
entries will not be used as hints for any password. However,
given that the higher the value of n the lower the chance
of showing the same hint for an incorrect password (see
Lemma 1), this solution would prevent the hint scheme from
leveraging expected increases in the value of n, as most users’
contact-lists are expected to expand over time.
LEMMA 1. Given a password hint scheme = : P → H and
p1 , p2 ∈ P with p1 6= p2 , the probability that =(p1 ) = =(p2 )
decreases when |H| increases.
Proof. Assuming the values of = are distributed evenly across
the available range, so that the probability for =(p1 ) and =(p2 )
to refer to different values in H is the probability of randomly
selecting two values out of H
P r[(=(p1 ) 6= =(p2 )] =

|H| − 1
|H|

And thus,
P r[(=(p1 ) = =(p2 )] = 1 − P r[(=(p1 ) 6= =(p2 )]
|H| − 1
=1−
|H|
1
=
|H|
It is therefore clear that the probability of collision decreases
when |H| increases.
An alternative solution is to associate every password with
its corresponding hint that was generated originally. That is, a
tuple ti {ServiceID, U serN ame, Salt, n} is created for every password (where ServiceID represents the identification
number for the service in which the password was created,
U serN ame represents the user name associated with the
password, Salt represents the salt value, and n represents
the size of the Contacts-list when the hint was generated
for the first time for a particular password). By maintaining
a record of the size of the user’s Contacts-list each time
a new password is linked with a hint (see Algorithm 2), a
consistent presentation of contact names over time is guaranteed. Therefore, even if new contact entries are added to
a user’s Contacts-list, employing the value of n retrieved
from the tuple associated with each service in the modulo
operation ensures an index pointing to the same contact name
as encountered at the user’s first login to a particular service is
obtained. This approach also allows newly created passwords
to use recently added contact entries. As new entries are
inserted at the end of the user’s Contacts-list, all of contact
entries that exist in the Contacts-list when a hint is displayed
for the first time are considered when computing the value of n
associated with a new password (see Algorithms 2 and 3). Note
that Algorithm 2 (together with Algorithm 3 for updating the
contact list) does not allow the use of newly inserted contact
entries for generating hints for previously used passwords. The
list of tuples created for a user is maintained in the client-side
and can be cleared by the user at any time. For example,
attempting to clear browsing history data would trigger a
message asking the user whether to keep the data used by
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SỲNTHIMA or delete it. However, to display same password
hints across various devices for a user, the list of tuples and the
user’s contact list would need to be maintained on a server as
well. In this case, there is a trade-off between the usability and
security of SỲNTHIMA, as having this information exported to
a server increases the attack surface to include attacks on the
server as well (see Section IV for more details on the security
consequences of compromising SỲNTHIMA server).
2) Deletion of Existing Contact Entries: When an existing
contact entry contact-list[i] is deleted, the succeeding entries
(contact-list[j], where j > i) need to be shifted back. Because
moving these entries changes their indices, the corresponding
hints (i.e., those associated with passwords that are hashed to
those entries) will change as well, causing different hints to
be displayed to the user.
Given that the algorithm keeps its own local copy of the
contact list, one way to solve this issue is to avoid shifting the
contact entries, and instead to only tag the entry as deleted and
keep its index unused. In this manner, the remaining entries
will not be affected, and thus their corresponding password
hints will also not be affected. Upon the deletion of a contact
entry, users will be presented with a message notifying them
that the deleted name may be associated with a password as a
hint, and that the new hint will be different from the previous
one (i.e., the next undeleted entry in the contact-list). Despite
the fact that displaying a new hint may initially confuse the
user, it maintains the consistency between displayed password
hints and the list of contacts maintained by the user, and thus
increases the user’s ability to associate passwords with names
of people from her contact list in the long term.
The indices of deleted entries are also kept unused even for
contacts inserted in the future (see step 11 in Algorithm 2),
because reusing these indices would require labeling indices
of deleted entries as used or unused which is an insecure
design option (i.e., SỲNTHIMA does not keep track of used
and unused entries). That is, in order to decide if inserting
a new entry at a location that occupied an already deleted
entry could cause any changes to hints by overwriting existing
contact names, the password hint application must keep track
of used (i.e., a contact associated with a password) and unused
entries by SỲNTHIMA. In this manner, any sequence of indices
of deleted entries that have already been occupied by new
contact names followed immediately by an unused index of a
deleted entry can be considered safe to overwrite. However, we
chose not to label entries as being associated with passwords
or not (i.e., used or unused entries), because this information
could be exploited by attackers who gained access to a user’s
machine and contact list in order to reduce the space of
possible passwords by a ratio of nt , where n is the size of
the Contacts-list and t is the number of entries that are
tagged as being unused by the password hint scheme. In other
words, labeling contact entries that are being used as password
hints could help in reducing the password space to n−t
n of its
original size.
3) Alteration of Existing Contact Entries: In the case of
an updated entry, the content of the entry is directly updated,
and the user is alerted of this. In the case that there is a hint
associated with that entry, the user should be aware that the
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Algorithm 2 PasswordHint2
Require: Contacts-list {Contacts list}
Require: ServiceID {ID of service provider (e.g., a URL)}
Require: U serN ame {username for logging}
Require: EnrolledList {a list of tuples <ServiceID,
U serN ame, Salt, n>}
Require: pwd {Typed password}
Require: H {Cryptographic one-way hash function (e.g.,
SHA2 or SHA3)}
Require: SaltedP ass {A function that generate a salt value,
appends it to the typed password and then stores it in the
tuple created for the password in the EnrolledList}
Ensure: Show the hint for the currently typed password so
that every typed character after the 5th one will trigger
this algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

n ← Size(Contacts-list)
T ← F ind(EnrolledList, ServiceID, U serN ame)
{Find <
ServiceID, U serN ame, Salt, n
> in
EnrolledList}
if T = null then
{First time to enter a password for this service and
username}
insert < ServiceID, U serN ame, Salt, n > into
EnrolledList
T ←< ServiceID, U serN ame, Salt, n >
end if
d ← H(SaltedP ass(pwd)) {Digest which is a hexadecimal string}
i ← M od(d, T.n) {Modulo operation}
while Contacts-list(i) is marked as deleted do
i ← M od(i + 1, T.n)
end while
hint ← Contacts-list(i)
Display hint

newly updated contact name will replace the old hint. Because
SỲNTHIMA does not keep track of entries that are used, the
user must be notified of any update. The notification message
will be delivered to the user regardless of whether the entry
is used as a hint or not.
In order to handle all of the above operations for maintaining contacts, we have constructed Algorithm 2. In this new
algorithm, the EnrolledList is maintained to keep track of
the value of n when a hint is generated for the first time for a
particular ServiceID (e.g., a URL) and U serN ame. The new
contacts can then be inserted without changing the previously
displayed hints. Algorithm 3 handles the various operations
that could be performed on the contact list.
IV. S ECURITY T HREAT M ODEL
The threat model assumes that the major objective of an
adversary is to utilize SỲNTHIMA to reduce the effort required
to guess a target password. In order to achieve this goal,
the adversary will compile the data obtained to accomplish a
reduction in the search space for guessing the password. In this
section, we identify and describe the threat model, and present
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Algorithm 3 UpdateContactList
Require: Contacts-list {Contacts list}
Require: Op {Operation to be executed (Insert, Delete or
Alter)}
Require: Contact {Contact to be updated}
Ensure: Update the contact list while maintaining the password hint scheme
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

13:
14:
15:
16:

17:
18:
19:

if Op = Insert then
{Insert new contact to the Contacts-list}
Contacts-list(n + 1) ← Contact
n←n+1
{Insert the new contact at the end of Contacts-list}
else
if Op = Delete then
{Delete a contact from Contacts-list}
index ← Location(Contact)
Tag Contacts-list(index) as a deleted entry
{The user will not be able to see the contact in the
contacts application anymore}
Present a notification message to the user that passwords associated with Contacts-list(index) will refer
to different contact entry
else
{Alter a contact in the Contacts-list}
index ← Location(Contact)
Present a notification message to the user that
Contacts-list(index) will be altered and it might be
used as a hint for a password
Contacts-list(index) ← Contact
end if
end if

several attack scenarios that could be initiated by adversaries
to compromise SỲNTHIMA and gain useful information that
could help them to guess the targeted password. These attack
scenarios vary from simple ones (such as when the adversary
physically observes the user) to more complicated attacks
(when a root privilege is obtained by the adversary). We
discuss the effects of each attack scenario on security, and
how these effects can be mitigated. We assume that such
attacks might not be detected by the end user, and therefore
that additional prevention measures will not be taken (such
as changing the compromised passwords before the adversary
can use them).
A. Password hint observation
The adversary could manage to observe the user while
typing her password either in an opportunistic or systematic
way. In this section, we describe the consequences of different
attack scenarios that fall under these two password observation
approaches.
Shoulder surfing. In this type of attack, the adversary observes a target user entering a password, in order to directly
observe the hint displayed on the screen. While the adversary
might also have access to other important information, such as
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the user name and the service type, our focus in this analysis
is on whether the hint can help in revealing the password.
The proposed system involves the use of a cryptographic
one-way hash function, such as SHA-3, to generate hints from
passwords. For the sake of argument, we can assume that
the adversary will use precomputed hash tables (e.g., rainbow
tables) to launch a dictionary attack. Here, a list of dictionary
words and their associated hints are generated and stored for
later use as a lookup table, in order to collect corresponding
dictionary words of a specific hint (i.e., these dictionary words
will be possible guesses for the salted password). In addition
to the password hint, the adversary also needs to know the
size of the contact list in question, as well as the content of
the list. Otherwise, the adversary will not be able to perform
steps 3 and 4 in Algorithm 1.
Given that a hint displayed by SỲNTHIMA reveals no information regarding the password associated with it, knowing
a password hint only would not be of value for the adversary.
For an adversary who has access to the size and full content of
the contact list, knowing the password hint will only help in
reducing the search space of the dictionary on average to n1 of
its original size. As SỲNTHIMA displays more than one hint
per password (e.g., for an 8-character password, a hint would
be displayed after typing the 6th character, another hint after
typing the 7th character and then another one after typing the
8th character), knowing the hint associated with any character
of the password might contribute to reducing the search space
further. That is, if the attacker managed to observe h number
of hints associated with different characters of the password
in question, the search space would be reduced by n1h .
Although this reduction might be considered significant, the
remaining search space is still quite large because of the salt.
Furthermore, an attacker with the capabilities to observe the
sequence of hints displayed while typing in a password using a
touch screen keyboard might probably find it easier to directly
observe typed characters without having to use SỲNTHIMA
to facilitate such attack. In case of observing the user while
typing in a password using a keyboard that is not on screen
and if the adversary has already accessed the contact list of
his victim, knowing the hint attached to the targeted password
would only help in reducing the password space to n1 of its
size, which is still large due to the expansion in the password
space resulted from salting passwords in SỲNTHIMA. What
could make it even harder to explore such large search space
is that most authentication servers protect against brute-force
attacks by implementing account lockout policies (e.g., the
three-strikes policy [42]), which usually lock user accounts
after a predefined number of unsuccessful login attempts is
exceeded [45], [46].
Note that concatenating a random salt value with each password before hashing it in SỲNTHIMA breaks the link between
passwords and the hints associated with them. This increases
the difficulty of running successful dictionary attacks, even if
an adversary already knows a password hint and has full access
to the victim’s contact list. There is also a possibility that the
actual salted password may not even exist in the adversary
dictionary. As using the same password stems as a basis for
different passwords is a commonly used strategy for simpli-
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fying later password recall, salting passwords in SỲNTHIMA
also enables displaying different contact names while typing
in each character of passwords used for different user accounts
even if same password stems are used [47]. Thus, attempting to
observe a user while entering different passwords including the
same stem (e.g., starting with the same characters and ending
with simple added variations) would not leak any information
about the passwords in question. Furthermore, given that the
chance of displaying different contact names for completely
different passwords increases as the size of the contact list
increases (see Algorithm 1), there is a security-usability tradeoff that is entailed by the size of the contact list. That is,
having sufficiently long contact list would positively affect the
usability of SỲNTHIMA, as linking different passwords with
different hints is expected to simplify later password recall.
However, from a security perspective, linking a contact name
to multiple different passwords would make it harder for an
attacker who knows a hint to guess the password associated
with it.
To illustrate the effect of precomputed dictionary attacks
considering the existence of the modulo operation and the
cryptographic hash function, let us assume that passwords
are restricted to k characters, are case sensitive, and are alphanumeric. For the sake of argument and as each password is
attached to a salt, let us also assume that the value of the salt is
32-bit long and that there are t printable characters that could
be used to formulate passwords. This allows for tk possible
password combinations and 232 possible values of the salt.
Assuming that SHA-3 (SHA-256) is used as the cryptographic
one-way hash function with an output of 256 bits, this allows
for 2256 possible hash values. On the other hand, using the
modulo operation converges the large number of hash values
into a smaller number of hints n (i.e., contact list size), which
increases the number of salted passwords associated with each
given hint. Using the modulo operation to make precomputed
dictionary attacks would be less effective, because each hint is
k
32
)
associated with a large number of dictionary words ( t ×2
n
relative to the hash value, in which the probability of two
passwords being hashed to the same value is almost zero. Note
that even though the theoretical value of t is 62 (assuming that
only characters and numbers are used to formulate passwords)
and that the actual password space utilized by users is smaller
than 62k [7], [4], the search space is still considerably large
given that an adversary would also have to consider all possible
salt values attached to the password in question. Note also
that attaching salts to passwords makes it infeasible for an
attacker to use precomputed hash tables, as salt values were
not included while computing these tables. Thus, conducting
a dictionary attack also requires an adversary to compute hash
tables in advance while considering all possible salt values
(i.e., 232 hash tables), which in turn requires considerable time
and computational resources (e.g., storage requirements). If
iterated hashing is used [44], the attacker needs also to know
the exact number of hash iterations in order to build such
tables.
Another possible attack scenario might involve an attacker
attempting to guess a password by using his knowledge of
the hint associated with the password, the full content of
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the contact list of the victim as well as the value of the
salt attached to the targeted password. Given that SỲNTHIMA
keeps no records of hashes of salted passwords, obtaining
access to all of these data elements would only help the
adversary in reducing the size of the corresponding password
k
space to tn of its size and there would still be a large number
of passwords associated with the observed hint.
Systematic password observation. This type of attack involves an adversary performing a password stealth observation. In this attack, the adversary manages to compromise the
user’s device by injecting a malicious code that can run in the
background (e.g., by installing a background app with certain
permissions) without being detected. The injected malicious
code is assumed to track and record certain activities within the
device, and send this data back to the adversary. For example,
if the adversary was only able to capture the generated hints
and link them with the corresponding usernames, then this type
of attack can reduce the complexity of guessing passwords by
the same extent as those described previously. However, the
advantage of such an attack is that it enables the adversary to
track user activities over a large time window. On the other
hand, if the adversary is able to capture valuable data such as
touchstrokes, then the adversary will be able to obtain copies
of typed passwords directly, without requiring to compromise
SỲNTHIMA. An adversary could also manage to obtain a copy
of a user’s contact list using a malicious application. In this
case, the adversary would also need root privileges in order to
access the salt value attached to the password in question and
thus build the corresponding hash table. However, an adversary
with the capability to obtain root access on the victim’s device
might find it much easier to capture the targeted password
directly (e.g., by using a keylogger) without having to utilize
SỲNTHIMA to guess the password.

B. Breaching of SỲNTHIMA data
In this type of attack, the adversary targets data used by
SỲNTHIMA to generate password hints, whether it exists in
an online contact service (e.g., Gmail or iCloud) or in the
user’s device itself. The possible data elements that could
be breached are a user’s contact list or the EnrolledList
maintained by SỲNTHIMA for each user. One possible attack
scenario could involve an adversary seeking to utilize the
contact information to guess a user’s password by determining
the relationship between the password and the accessed contact
information, thus being able to obtain the target password
from the hint shown. As described for the previous types of
attacks, obtaining access to contact lists only would not be
of much value for the attacker given that building the correct
dictionary requires accessing the salt attached to the password
in question. The adversary could also obtain access to the
EnrolledList of the victim which includes the salt values, the
IDs of services to which a user is registered and the usernames
of the user’s accounts. Note that obtaining the correct salt
value of a password in addition to the hint associated with it
and the contact list of the victim would only help in reducing
the size of the corresponding password space, and thus each
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observed contact name would still be associated with a very
large number of possible salted passwords.
Note that in case of choosing to display same hints on all
devices for a user, the user’s contact list and the EnrolledList
maintained by SỲNTHIMA for the user would need to be
made available on a server. This in turn could increase the
attack surface of SỲNTHIMA to include the possibility of
compromising SỲNTHIMA data stored on the server. Similarly
to the case of compromising a user’s device, compromising
SỲNTHIMA server would help the attacker in obtaining access
to a user’s contact list and the EnrolledList kept for the
user. Obtaining access to the salt value of the target password
and the full content of the user’s contact list could help the
adversary in reducing the size of the password space and be
considered a possible breach of the user’s privacy. However,
it is important to note that hashes of salted passwords are
not stored anywhere by SỲNTHIMA as compared to most
typical authentication servers, which not only store password
salts but also keep records of corresponding password hashes.
Therefore, even when considering the increase in the attack
surface resulted from synchronizing SỲNTHIMA data across a
user’s devices, this design option could still be considered a
more secure one relative to typical authentication servers.
C. Root attack
In this scenario, the adversary is assumed to have root
privileges that can be exploited to obtain a copy of the
data stored in the compromised device (including contact
information and salt values). Although obtaining access to a
user’s contact list and the salt value of the targeted password
could help in reducing the size of the corresponding password
space (as described in Section IV-A), an adversary with the
capabilities to mount such root attack might probably find it
easier to keylog typed passwords directly before hashing them.
Therefore, this threat is already present without SỲNTHIMA.
Note that in the online case, it is possible that an adversary
who is able to mount a root attack could capture a password
on-the-fly from SỲNTHIMA (i.e., while it is being typed by the
user, and before the entered password is converted into a hash
value). Given that an attacker with such capabilities might also
be able to capture the user’s touchstrokes directly from corresponding apps, as is also the case for typical textual password
schemes, this threat is already present without SỲNTHIMA. In
the offline case, the fact that the generation of password hints
in SỲNTHIMA is an on-the-fly process makes it infeasible
for adversaries to compromise passwords or even discover
password-contact name associations, as hash values of salted
passwords are not stored anywhere in the system. Thus, the
advantage gained from this attack for guessing passwords can
also be reduced to the same level as in the previously described
cases.
V. H YPOTHESES
A user study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness
of SỲNTHIMA from multiple perspectives. For this purpose,
we established the following hypotheses: password hints will
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minimize the number of incorrect login attempts (H1), password hints will improve password recall in the long term
(H2) and the effectiveness of password hints will increase
as the password strength increases (H3). As utilizing hints
while typing passwords might introduce a slight increase in
the time required to recall a password per one login attempt
and since users spend a relatively considerable amount of time
on incorrect login attempts, we also hypothesized that the
decrease in the number of incorrect login attempts resulted
from trying fewer number of passwords when hints are present
will reduce the overall time to authenticate (H4).
We recruited Android users to perform the tasks described
in Section VI. The password hint application was installed
on the participants’ smartphones before the start of the user
study. We implemented a Java module to collect data regarding
the participants’ successful and failed login attempts. For each
login trial, we recorded the number of times that a participant
submitted a correct or an incorrect password, the length of
each entered password, the number of times a participant
retyped her whole password or deleted a character from that
password, and the time taken for each login attempt (i.e.,
between opening a login screen and clicking on the login
button). After each login form was submitted, the values of
all of the required metrics were calculated and uploaded to
a web server. In order to evaluate the extent to which the
generated password hints helped our participants to recall their
passwords, the implemented module also included a feature
allowing us to enable or disable SỲNTHIMA for each login
trial. Thus, we could compare our participants’ abilities to
memorize their passwords when hints were shown and when
they were not.
VI. U SER S TUDY D ESIGN
To test the effectiveness of SỲNTHIMA, and the extent
to which the presented hints help users to recall their passwords, we conducted an in-lab user study including three
login sessions conducted in person with each participant. The
participants were asked to return to the same lab environment
for each login session. We asked each participant to create
two new Gmail and Evernote accounts. Then, we allowed
them to become familiar with the functionality of SỲNTHIMA
and link their newly created passwords with hints. Next,
we examined the effects of SỲNTHIMA on password recall
by asking the participants to recall their passwords twice;
once with SỲNTHIMA enabled and the other time with it
disabled. The user study was reviewed and approved by the
KACST Experimentation Ethics Committee, and consent for
participation was obtained from each of the 30 participants
prior to the start of the user study. The steps carried out in
our user study are summarized as follows:
Pre-test questionnaire. After explaining the purpose of the
experiment, as well the functionality of SỲNTHIMA, we collected data regarding the demographics of our participants, the
criteria they usually follow for creating passwords, and the
number of unique passwords and user accounts that they had.
The pre-test questionnaire was built based on the questionnaire
presented by Chiasson et al. [48].
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Registration phase. Participants were asked to create two new
user accounts in Gmail and Evernote. Because most real world
systems ask users to choose passwords that have a minimum
length of eight characters [6], [49], participants were also
asked to choose a password with a minimum length of eight
characters, which they had not used previously. We also asked
the participants to make sure that they chose passwords that
were realistic and difficult to guess. To obtain a reasonable
match between the conditions of our experiment and real world
login scenarios, we tried not to influence our participants’
decisions when choosing passwords for their newly created
accounts.
To avoid the possibility of a password remembered because
the user chose the same password for both accounts, and to
accurately understand the effect of employing SỲNTHIMA, the
participants were instructed not to choose the same password
for both newly created accounts, but this requirement was not
technically enforced. The participants were also not allowed to
write down the passwords that they chose for their accounts.
To measure the strength of users’ passwords, and associate the
strength with the extent to which the hints offered helped with
password recall, users were asked to re-enter their passwords
in a web-based tool that determines password strength based
on several metrics, including character variety and frequency
of occurrence2 [51].
As a distraction activity lasting for one minute, each participant was then asked to choose a number greater than
five and calculate its factorial. The aim of this step was to
clear our participants’ textual working memories and direct
their attention to other cognitive tasks, as suggested in prior
work [52], [32]. We then asked our participants to log into
their two newly created accounts in Gmail and Evernote with
SỲNTHIMA enabled. This step allowed our participants to familiarize themselves with SỲNTHIMA, learn how SỲNTHIMA
works, and link their passwords with the hints generated
by SỲNTHIMA before testing the participants’ abilities to
recall their passwords in the next two phases of the user
study. Including this step before examining the participants’
abilities to recall their passwords was necessary in order to
accurately test the effectiveness of SỲNTHIMA, by ensuring
that our observations are not influenced by any learning effects
associated with using SỲNTHIMA. At this stage, we reminded
the participants to look at the generated password hints and
link them to their passwords. Again, the participants were not
allowed to write down the hints linked to their passwords by
the implemented mobile application.
First login. A few days after the registration phase, which
allowed the participants to link their passwords with the
hints generated by SỲNTHIMA, each user was asked to log
into Gmail while SỲNTHIMA was disabled, and to log into
Evernote while SỲNTHIMA was enabled. The average number
of days to elapse before starting the first login session was
five. A maximum of five login attempts were allowed for
each account. Those who failed to log into Gmail or Evernote
for each of their five allowed attempts were asked to reset
2 Note that password meters sometimes do not measure password strength
accurately [50].
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their passwords and log in again, in order to associate their
new passwords with new hints. This allowed us to proceed to
the second login phase, where we were able to test users’
memories of passwords while SỲNTHIMA was enabled or
disabled.
Second login. A few days after the first login phase, each user
was asked to log into Gmail while SỲNTHIMA was enabled,
and to log into Evernote while SỲNTHIMA was disabled.
A maximum of five login attempts were allowed for each
account. The reason behind the decision to switch the order of
enabling and disabling hints between the first and the second
login sessions was to explore the effect of password hints in
two different time periods (see Section VII-A). For the Gmail
accounts, the hints were enabled in the second login session
to observe the effect of a longer passage of time since the
registration phase. However, the enabling of SỲNTHIMA for
the Evernote accounts was allowed after a shorter period in
the first login session. The average number of days that had
passed between the first and the second login sessions was
seven.
Post-test questionnaire. Each participant was asked six fivepoint Likert-scale questions (see statements A to F in Table I).
For questions A, B, and D, an answer of 1 denotes that the
proposed mechanism was not at all helpful, while an answer
of 5 means that the mechanism was very helpful. Answers to
question C ranged from 1, which corresponds to very risky,
to 5, which corresponds to not at all risky. For questions E
and F, the answers ranged from very difficult to very easy.
Participants were also asked two yes or no questions after
completing their second login session. These were: (1) did you
look at the generated password hints while you were trying
to remember your password? and (2) are you going to use
SỲNTHIMA for other accounts (e.g., online banking systems
or social media sites)?
A. Recruitment
Twenty-four female and six male participants were recruited
to test the formulated hypotheses. Participants were either
recruited from King Saud University campus or via social
media sites (i.e., Twitter and Facebook), where announcements
were posted to recruit volunteers for the study. Eighty percent
of the participants were aged between 18 and 35 (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Histogram of age groups

We asked each of the participants about their qualifications,
and our results showed that 27% of the participants were
graduates, 13% held a master’s level academic degree, 33%
were undergraduate students, and 27% were either highschool, or mid-school students at the time of the study.
We also gathered data regarding our participants’ familiarity
with technology, their perceptions about protecting their information on the web, and their overall usage of online services.
When asked to rate their technical expertise levels on a scale
from 1 to 5 (where 1 denotes a beginner and 5, an expert),
around 10% of our participants considered themselves experts,
and 60% provided a rating of 3 or 4. When asked whether
they cared about the security of their information while surfing
the web, 19 participants indicated that they always care, four
stated that they do not, and seven said that they sometimes do.
In addition, 73% stated that they reuse the same passwords
for different accounts. However, they were asked not to reuse
those passwords for the user accounts created during this user
study. When asked about the criteria they follow when creating
passwords, 21 indicated that they choose authentication secrets
that are easy to remember, 10 said that they make sure that
their passwords are difficult to guess, 15 said that they use
similar passwords for different user accounts, and two stated
that they use passwords originally suggested by software
systems. We also asked about the number of unique passwords
that our participants used and the number of accounts that
they possessed. On average, our participants used at least four
unique passwords for nine different user accounts (see Fig. 3).

TABLE I: THE 6 LIKERT SCALE STATEMENTS INCLUDED IN THE
POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE
A

To what extent do you think that password hints helped you
confirm the correctness of your passwords?

B

How do you feel about using names of people you know as
password hints?

C

To what extent do you think that accessing your address book in
order to associate names of people you know with the generated
hints would not threaten your information security and privacy?

D

To what extent do you think that password hints would allow
faster recall of passwords?

E

How did you feel about the ease of using SỲNTHIMA?

F

How did you feel about the ease of recalling your passwords when
SỲNTHIMA was enabled?

Fig. 3: Distribution of the number of passwords and user accounts used by
the participants
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VII. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
This section reports on the effects of applying cued recall to
textual passwords based on the results of the conducted user
study. Over the course of 28 days, we collected data relating
to the login behavior of the 30 participants, who completed
all of the tasks listed in Section VI. In this paper, because
users often perform multiple failed attempts before correctly
typing in their passwords, we use the term login trial to refer
to the entire login process for a given user, including incorrect
login attempts that precede the successful one. We obtained
detailed data on 235 correct and incorrect login attempts for
120 unique login trials. The average password length for the 60
created accounts was 11 characters (see Fig. 4). After running
two t-tests, we found no statistically significant differences
between the distributions of password lengths and strengths of
Evernote and Gmail passwords (p-values are 0.939 and 0.903,
respectively). This allowed us to combine Evernote and Gmail
data and conduct further analysis in the later phases of the user
study.
A. Success Rates
To test the effect of SỲNTHIMA on the number of incorrect
login attempts (H1), we compared the login success rates and
the number of incorrect login attempts for the instances in
which password hints were shown with those when hints were
not shown (see Table II). The login success rate for Evernote
dropped from 87% to 77% when we disabled SỲNTHIMA
(see Table II). Given that we collected data regarding each
successful and failed login attempt made by each participant,
and allowed a maximum of five login attempts for each
user account, we note differences in the number of incorrect
attempts when SỲNTHIMA was enabled compared with when
it was not. For the Gmail accounts, there was a 27% decrease
in the number of failed attempts when we enabled SỲNTHIMA
in the second login session (see Table II). For the Evernote
accounts, there was a 62% increase in the number of incorrect
login attempts when SỲNTHIMA was disabled in the second
login session. These observations support H1 with respect to
minimizing the number of incorrect login attempts. We also
TABLE II: STATISTICS ON LOGIN SUCCESS RATES AND NUMBER
OF INCORRECT LOGIN ATTEMPTS FOR GMAIL AND EVERNOTE
Success
rates
# Incorrect
attempts

Gmail
Evernote
Gmail
Evernote

With hints
90%
87%
24
29

Without hints
90%
77%
33
47

Fig. 4: Distributions of password lengths and strength for the 60 Gmail and
Evernote accounts
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observed that over all of the 120 different login trials, seven
participants failed the authentication for Gmail or Evernote
while SỲNTHIMA was enabled, and 10 participants failed
the authentication with the mechanism disabled. Therefore,
there was a 30% decrease in the number of participants who
failed to complete the authentication process when we enabled
SỲNTHIMA.
We further investigated whether the number of failed login
attempts would increase in accordance with the number of
days that had passed since our participants’ previous logins.
To explore this correlation, we used the data collected for the
120 different login trials to conduct a Pearson’s correlation
test, with the variables being the number of incorrect login
attempts and the number of days between each pair of login
trails. The results were statistically significant (p-value=0.001,
correlation coefficient=0.305), indicating that there was a
positive correlation between these two variables. Building on
this finding, we further explored whether SỲNTHIMA was
more helpful for participants who logged into their accounts
after long time periods. We then found that the effect of
SỲNTHIMA on reducing the number of incorrect logins was
more apparent for Evernote than for Gmail owing to the
amount of time that elapsed following the password creation
phase, which may have resulted in more of the participants
forgetting their passwords. Because SỲNTHIMA was disabled
for the second login sessions for Evernote, we observed that
the number of incorrect logins began to increase. We also
expect that the login success rate for Gmail was higher than
for Evernote because of the fact that SỲNTHIMA was enabled
in the second login sessions for Gmail, which may have helped
participants to recall their passwords. Therefore, this finding
provides support for H2 with respect to improving password
recall in the long term.
When the hints were shown, our results also show that there
was at least a 31% increase in the number of participants
correctly entering their passwords on their first login attempt
(see Table III and Figures 6 and 5a). For Gmail accounts, there
was at least a 37% increase in the number of participants
who correctly typed in their passwords at the first attempt
once we had enabled SỲNTHIMA in the second login session.
For Evernote, there was a 20% decrease in the number of
participants who successfully logged in on their first attempt
after we disabled SỲNTHIMA in the second login session.
Based on the associative-strength theory, we also expect
users’ abilities to recall their passwords to improve as the
frequency of encountering each password with its associated
hint increases. Therefore, as entering passwords correctly on
the first login attempt constitutes the most important measure
of participants’ ability to recall of their passwords [53], these
results support H2 with respect to improving password recall.
To test whether password hints are more effective for
stronger passwords (H3), we considered the results of
subtracting the number of incorrect login attempts with
SỲNTHIMA enabled from the number of incorrect attempts
with SỲNTHIMA disabled, as a metric to indicate the effectiveness of password hints for each of the two login trials for
Gmail or Evernote. For example, when subtracting the number
of incorrect login attempts for Gmail with SỲNTHIMA enabled
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Fig. 5: Distributions of numbers of incorrect login attempts, deleted
characters, password retypes and login times for the 120 login trials

from the number of incorrect attempts while it was disabled, a
negative result would indicate that the generated hint was not
helpful for the corresponding participant, because the number
of failed attempts increased when SỲNTHIMA was enabled.
We employed this metric and a score indicating the strength
of a given password (see Section VI) as two variables to run
a Pearson’s correlation test. We were surprised to find that
the results were not statistically significant (p-value=0.305,
correlation coefficient=0.067).
We further analyzed the collected data and discovered that
most of the participants who had chosen strong passwords
were less inclined to forget them (i.e., they successfully
recalled their passwords with and without hints). However,
this does not mean that those participants did not utilize the
hints, as our observations also show that there were significant
increases in the number of deleted characters and password
retypes when SỲNTHIMA was enabled (see Section VII-C).
Given this observation, and the fact that prior work has demonstrated a positive correlation between password strength and
rates of password recall errors [2], we conclude that the data
collected in our user study was not sufficiently representative
of users who choose strong passwords and face difficulties in
recalling them. As such, H3 was not sufficiently tested in our
study.
TABLE III: NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS WHO SUCCESSFULLY
LOGGED IN WITHIN THE FIVE ALLOWED ATTEMPTS

1st login attempt
2nd login attempt
3rd login attempt
4th login attempt
5th login attempt
Failed to login successfully

With
Gmail
22
2
2
1
0
3

hints
Evernote
20
4
1
1
0
4

Without hints
Gmail
Evernote
16
16
6
5
4
0
0
1
1
1
3
7

For each login attempt, we measured the time taken by
each participant between opening the login screen and clicking
on the login form submission button. The time calculations
included the time taken in making mistakes, deleting characters, adding characters, or retyping the entire password. The
total time taken by each participant for each login trial was
then calculated by considering the time taken for each login
attempt. For instance, for a given login trial, if a participant
correctly entered the password on the third login attempt, then
the times taken in the first, second, and third attempts are all
taken into account to calculate the login time for that trial.
For all login trials performed with SỲNTHIMA disabled,
the average time taken by the participants to authenticate or
use all of the five allowed attempts was approximately 39.9
seconds. On the other hand, the average time taken to log
in when hints were presented was 42.4 seconds. Therefore,
there was a 6% increase in the time our participants needed
to authenticate when we enabled SỲNTHIMA (see Fig. 5b).
However, these login times were calculated for all login
attempts of each trial, starting from the opening of the login
screen and ending with clicking on a login button, without
including the time consumed in reloading a login page and
starting to enter a new password after each failed login attempt.
When observing our participants as they were entering their
passwords, we estimated that an average participant took at
least two seconds to begin a new login attempt after a failed
one. After considering this time, we found that there was
only a 3% increase in the average time needed to authenticate
while SỲNTHIMA was enabled. On average, our participants
took 43.5 seconds and 42.2 seconds to authenticate with and
without password hints, respectively.
However, when we performed a further analysis of the
average times our participants took to log into Gmail and
Evernote in the first and second login sessions (see Table IV),
we found that participants took longer to authenticate for
Evernote in the second login session than in the first, even
though SỲNTHIMA was enabled in the first session. Therefore,
we expected that the increase in login times was due to the
longer time elapsed since the password creation phase, which
may have caused our participants to forget their passwords
and spend more time trying to remember them by utilizing
hints generated by SỲNTHIMA. To verify this from a statistical
perspective, a Pearson’s correlation test was performed with
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TABLE IV: LOGIN TIMES PER LOGIN TRIAL (IN SECONDS)
1st session
2nd session
Mean
Median
Mean
Median
Gmail
37.39
15.9
46.42
24.77
Evernote
38.43
17.99
42.45
21.6

the variables being the login times (in seconds) and the number
of days that had passed since the last login session for each of
the 120 login trials. As a result, we found that that there was
a positive correlation between these two variables (p-value=
0.015, correlation coefficient=0.238). Given that there was no
sufficient evidence to support H4, we conclude that further
research is necessary to better understand the impact of the
amount of time passed between consecutive login sessions on
the overall time needed to authenticate.
The measures of skewness and kurtosis for login times when
hints were enabled and when they were not, showed that our
data was not normally distributed (see Table V). Therefore,
we used a Wilcoxon non-parametric test to determine whether
the observed differences in time between cases with password
hints shown and those with hints not shown were statistically
significant. For login trials that were not successful at their first
attempts, we took into consideration the times consumed for
all unsuccessful attempts as well as the successful ones. Upon
setting the login times observed with SỲNTHIMA enabled and
those when it was not as the variables, we obtained a p-value
of 0.212. This indicates that our data reflected no significant
differences between the time consumed to log in when hints
were shown and that when they were not (see Table V for more
descriptive statistics regarding the recorded login times).
Although utilizing hints might cause slight increases in the
time taken per one login attempt, our results suggest that this
time could have been spent on trying incorrect passwords
if SỲNTHIMA was disabled. When utilizing hints generated
by SỲNTHIMA for trying different passwords, our results
suggest that the minimal delay caused by making corrections
on entered passwords probably had helped the participants
in narrowing down the set of possible passwords that they
would have needed to consider, which eventually resulted
in minimizing the number of incorrect login attempts. In
traditional login scenarios, we note that the verification of
login attempts by authentication servers takes a considerable
amount of users’ time, as users have to wait for authentication
servers feedback after submitting each incorrect password
guess. We also note that users might not always need to look
at all hints generated by SỲNTHIMA if they do recall parts of
their passwords, as the time they spend on utilizing password
hints is completely under their control, and no restrictions are
imposed by SỲNTHIMA.
C. Character Deletions and Password Retypes
We counted the number of times each participant clicked on
the backspace button while typing in her password. Our results
show that on average the participants deleted approximately
two characters when SỲNTHIMA was disabled, and eight
characters when SỲNTHIMA was enabled. For each login
attempt, the number of times a participant deleted the whole
password and started again was also counted. Our observations
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TABLE V: LOGIN TIMES (IN SECONDS), CHARACTER DELETES
AND PASSWORD RETYPES PER LOGIN TRIAL (AFTER EXCLUDING
OUTLIERS)
Mean
Median
SD
Skewness Kurtosis
With
42.42
20.64
47.57 1.95
3.74
Login
hints
time
Without
39.92
18.28
58.12 3.09
10.44
hints
8.31
0.58
16.82 2.954
9.798
Character With
hints
deletes
1.70
0
2.98
2.148
4.228
Without
hints
0.56
0
0.927 1.927
2.985
Password With
hints
retypes
0.22
0
0.37
1.381
0.223
Without
hints

show that there was a significant increase in the number of
password retypes when SỲNTHIMA was enabled. Our results
show that participants who logged in successfully on their first
attempt deleted at most two characters when SỲNTHIMA was
disabled. On the other hand, the average numbers of deleted
characters for those who logged in successfully to Gmail and
Evernote on their first attempts with hints shown were eleven
and seven, respectively. For the same cases, the numbers of
password retypes were higher when hints were shown than
when they were not (see Figures 5c and 5d).
To test for significant differences in the number of deleted
characters and password retypes while participants attempted
to log into Gmail and Evernote, we ran Wilcoxon tests to
investigate whether the observed differences could be verified
from a statistical viewpoint. For the number of times our
participants deleted characters while they were entering their
passwords, the obtained p-value was 0.003. There was also a
statistical difference between the number of password retypes
observed for login trials with password hints enabled and
those where they were not (p-value=0.008) (see Table V
for more detailed statistics). The significant differences in
character deletions and password retypes between cases that
included hints and those that did not therefore offer a potential
explanation for the significant decrease in incorrect login
attempts observed when the mechanism was enabled (see
Section VII-A). This also shows that the hints presented by
SỲNTHIMA had a positive effect on password retrieval, recall,
and memorization [27]. We expect that this is because our
participants began to think more carefully about the passwords
they were entering and to utilize the generated hints, a factor
which could eventually have led to decreasing their incorrect
login attempts.
D. Self-reported Data
We asked our participants several questions in order to
examine the perceived usability, security, and utility of
SỲNTHIMA. Table VI summarizes the results of the six fivepoint Likert scale questions included in our post-test questionnaire (see Section VI and Table I). Furthermore, 93% of the
participants indicated that they looked at the generated hints
while they were trying to log in, and felt that these hints did
not distract them from the task. When asked whether they
would take advantage of SỲNTHIMA for other user accounts
that they own, 63% of the participants said yes, 27% provided
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TABLE VI: STATISTICS ON THE RESPONSES TO THE 6 LIKERT
SCALE STATEMENTS INCLUDED IN THE POST-SESSION
QUESTIONNAIRE
A

B

C

D

E

F

Mean

3.36

3.8

3.7

3.33

4.23

3.73

Median

4

4

3.5

3

5

4

an answer of maybe, while only 10% said that they would not
use SỲNTHIMA.
Overall, the means and medians presented in Table VI
show that the perception of our participants regarding the
extent to which SỲNTHIMA helped them to remember and
confirm the correctness of their passwords was positive. It is
not surprising that the answers to question D were neutral,
considering the time required to think and utilize the generated
hints before submitting the login forms. However, the results
also suggest that our participants were satisfied with the
usefulness and usability of SỲNTHIMA. It can therefore be
expected that the time taken to utilize the generated hints per
login attempt would result in a decreased number of incorrect
login attempts. Overall, the results of our subjective participant
evaluation suggest that the perception regarding the usability
of SỲNTHIMA was positive.
The proposed mechanism presents a different contact name
each time a user adds or deletes a character when typing their
passwords. We observed that some users realized when they
made recall errors, and got an idea of which character had
been incorrectly recalled when they noticed changes in the
order of the names that were presented. This observation was
especially notable for the avoidance of recall errors caused by
mistakes in recalling one or two characters. For instance, if
a user became used to seeing names A, B, and C whenever
she entered the final three characters of her password for a
given website, then she would probably realize that the final
character was wrong if the names A, B, and M were shown
instead.
VIII. L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
The conducted in-lab user study has some limitations. First,
our user study tested the effectiveness of SỲNTHIMA on 30
participants only, which might not be a representative sample.
The user study was also conducted in a controlled environment
that might not necessarily reflect accurately the conditions of
users’ real-life usage of textual passwords. For example, we
asked the participants to create new passwords that are not
used previously. However, in real-life login scenarios, users
are likely to use common password stems or reuse passwords
between different accounts. Furthermore, each participant was
asked to log into her Gmail and Evernote accounts under
similar conditions which might not be the case when recalling passwords created for real accounts. Second, passwords
recalled during the user study were encountered with their
corresponding cues only once after the registration phase
which might not be sufficient for developing strong associative
ties between passwords and cues in users’ memories. Despite
these limitations, recruiting a larger testing pool for conducting
a long-term experiment that involves multiple consecutive
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login sessions conducted over longer time periods and in nonlab environments is expected to reveal more promising results
on the impact of introducing cues to textual passwords. On the
basis of the associative-strength theory, this can be supported
by the fact that encountering hints multiple times would
strengthen the mental associative ties between passwords and
hints, which would therefore allow users to utilize displayed
hints more effectively.
Future directions for this work include conducting more
thorough usability evaluation of SỲNTHIMA based on subjective and objective measures (e.g., using the framework
proposed by Bonneau et al. [1]) in order to gain a deeper
understanding of the usability implications of applying cued
recall to textual passwords. Future research efforts could also
include leveraging the picture-superiority effect, by modifying
the implementation of SỲNTHIMA to generate visual password
cues (i.e., by associating users’ passwords with photos of
people from their contact lists). To assist users whose address
books include a large number of contact names, SỲNTHIMA
could also be redesigned to use users’ most commonly engaged or favorite contacts as hints for their passwords. We
also expect the application of SỲNTHIMA to have positive
effects on improving the accuracy and speed of recalling
randomly generated passwords [38]. One factor that supports
this argument is that SỲNTHIMA would enable the addition of
semantic meaning to randomly generated passwords (i.e., by
associating passwords with contact names). This is a process
that has been recognized as being effective in increasing
the likelihood of successfully recalling randomly generated
strings [54].
IX. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
This paper has presented SỲNTHIMA, a mechanism that
applies cued recall to textual passwords. We have explored
the effects of applying SỲNTHIMA on minimizing the number
of invalid login attempts, and improving memory recall for
textual passwords. After conducting a user study that compared the ability of users to recall their passwords under two
conditions (with and without SỲNTHIMA enabled), our preliminary findings demonstrate that the application of SỲNTHIMA
decreased the number of failed login attempts and improved
the password recall rate. Because the participants were only
given one chance to familiarize themselves with the hints
linked to each of their accounts during our user study, we
expect that users’ ability to recall passwords will improve over
time after they begin to utilize password hints each time they
enter their login credentials. This argument is supported by the
fact that all of the passwords examined in our user study were
created for fake user accounts, which could be forgotten easily
in comparison with those associated with high valued personal
accounts. We also expect that the application of SỲNTHIMA
would have important implications on minimizing users’ need
to resort to other verification methods to regain access to
blocked accounts. The results of the subjective and objective
evaluations conducted also suggest that introducing cues in
textual passwords allowed users to carefully consider their
passwords before submitting login forms. At the same time,
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no negative impact was observed on the usability of textual
passwords. It is our hope that this work will spur further
exploration regarding the design of effective cued recall-based
textual password schemes.
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